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APOSTROPHES

• Apostrophes are the second most commonly tested 
punctuation mark on the English Test.

• Apostrophes primarily indicate possession, but they are also 
used in contractions.



APOSTROPHES: POSSESSIVE
AND SINGULAR NOUNS
• A singular noun can be made possessive by adding an 

apostrophe followed by an “s”.
• Simon’s teacher was in the room.

• My mom forgot the dog’s food.

• We removed the bottle’s label.



APOSTROPHES: POSSESIVES 
AND PLURAL NOUNS
• Most plural nouns can be made possessive by adding only 

an apostrophe.
• The boys’ teacher was in the room.

• My mom forgot the dogs’ food.

• We removed the bottles’ labels.



APOSTROPHES: PLURAL NOUNS

• For plural nouns that do not end in “s”, you should treat 
the plural form as a singular noun.
• The women’s locker room needs to be cleaned.



APOSTROPHES: PLURAL NOUNS

• Sometimes you’ll want to indicate the possession of more 
than one noun.  

• The placement of the apostrophe depends on whether the 
possessors share the possession.
• Nick and Nora’s dog solves crimes.

• Dan’s and Joann’s socks are dirty.



APOSTROPHES: EXPLANATION

• In the example of Nick and Nora, the dog belongs to both 
of them, so you treat “Nick and Nora” as a single unit.

• In the second example, both Dan and Joann have dirty 
socks, but they don’t share the same dirty socks, so you 
treat Dan and Joann as separate units.



APOSTROPHES: WRONG WORD

• The ACT will test on your ability to distinguish between 
“its” and “it’s.”  

• Other commonly tested issues:
• “their/they’re/there”

• “your/you’re”

• “whose/who’s”



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT

• Singular verbs must accompany singular subjects, and plural 
verbs must accompany plural subjects.

• The man wears four ties.

• His favorite college is in Nebraska.

• Matt, along with his friends, goes to Coney Island.

• The men wear four ties each.

• His favorite colleges are in Nebraska.

• Matt and his friends go to Coney Island.



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT 
EXAMPLE
nAn audience of thousands of expectant people who have 

come from afar to listen to live music in an outdoor setting 
seem terrifying to a nervous performer.

l A. No Change

l B. seems

l C. have seemed

l D. to seem



SOLVING SUBJECT-VERB 
AGREEMENT
• To solve this problem, cross out the junk in the middle that 

separates the subject, “an audience,” from the verb, “seem.”

• You’re left with: An audience seem terrifying to a nervous 
performer.

• Now you can see what the verb should be: An audience 
seems terrifying to a nervous performer.



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT: 
COLLECTIVE NOUNS
• Collective nouns (such as committee, family, group, number, 

and team) can be either singular or plural.

• It depends on whether the noun is being treated as a single 
unit or as divided individuals.



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT: 
COLLECTIVE NOUNS
• Collective nouns (such as committee, family, group, number, 

and team) can be either singular or plural.

• It depends on whether the noun is being treated as a single 
unit or as divided individuals.



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT: 
COLLECTIVE NOUNS
• Singular:

• The number of people living in Florida varies from year to year.

• Plural:

• A number of people living in Florida wish they had voted for 
Gore.

• Singular:

• The committee decides on the annual program.

• Plural: 

• The committee have disagreed on the annual program.



INDEFINITE PRONOUNS

• Indefinite pronouns refer to persons or things that have not 
been specified.

• These can be tricky because some indefinite pronouns that 
seem plural are in fact singular.

• Indefinite pronouns are popular with ACT writers, so you’d 
be wise to memorize a few of these.



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT: 
INDEFINITE PRONOUNS
nThese are always singular, and they tend to appear on the 

English Test:
l Another Everybody Nobody

l Anybody Everyone No one

l Anyone     Everything Somebody

l Anything Each Someone



SUBJECT-VERB AGREEMENT: 
COLLECTIVE NOUNS
• Singular:

• The number of people living in Florida varies from year to year.

• Plural:

• A number of people living in Florida wish they had voted for 
Gore.

• Singular:

• The committee decides on the annual program.

• Plural: 

• The committee have disagreed on the annual program.
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